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Abstract

The general theory for all angular modes m of the dielectric wakefield accelerator is

reformulated. The expressions for the accelerating electric fields and transverse wake

forces are written in terms of matrices, the zeros of one of which determine the exci-

tation frequencies of the dielectric structure. In this scheme it is possible to obtain a

maximum accelerating gradient of 2.0 megavolts per meter per nanoCoulomb of driver

beam charge, for a driver beam of 0.7 millimeters rms bunch length.
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I. Introduction

The present generation of high, energy particle accelerators are very costly, gigantic

devices. If one considers the case of linear electron accelerators, the most powerful of its

kind in existence today is located at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). In

the SLAC machine, electrons are accelerated up to 50 GeV over a distance of 2 miles, thus

yielding accelerating gradients of about 15 MV/m. If one ever hopes to build TeV electron

colliders, certainly it would be advantageous to have in place some technology yielding in

excess of 100 MV/m.

One such method which has received considerable attention is called wakefield accel-

eration. In this scheme, an intense bunch of electrons called the driver beam traverses some

medium or structure, giving up part of its energy to the electromagnetic field in its wake.

Subsequently, a second dilute bunch of electrons called the witness beam travels through the

same medium or structure, and is thus accelerated by the driver's electromagnetic wakefield.

The most promising medium to be considered in wakefield acceleration studies was

that of a dense plasma which could yield accelerating gradients in excess of lGV/m. First

proposed by Ya. Feinberg1' , it was subsequently studied by B. Bolotovsky3, and in recent

times it has gained renewed interest due to the work of plasma physicists at the University of

California at Los Angeles . The experimental verification of plasma wakefield acceleration

for modest acceleration gradients was provided by a group working at Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL) . Similar experiments are presently under consideration to be done in

the near future by a Soviet Armenian group .

J. Simpson et al. have recently pointed out that a variety of technical problems

associated with plasma wakefield acceleration may prove difficult to overcome in trying to

build practical accelerators based upon this technique. Nonlinearities in the plasma are

poorly understood, although the problem has begun to be explored both theoretically and

experimentally ~ . But perhaps the most difficult problem has to do with transverse forces



in the plasma wakefield which make it difficult to control the trajectory of particles within

the witness pulse as a result of their alignment errors.

As for structures, ANL has theoretically and experimentally studied wakefield ac-

celeration in pillbox cavities . Here again transverse forces are a major problem, leading

to beam instabilities even within the driver bunch.

Subsequently, wakefield acceleration using a metal tube lined with a dielectric ma-

terial has been proposed . In this scheme the transverse forces are not quite so bad as

they are in the plasmas and pillbox cavities, but they still present a problem""". The

experimental verification of this technique has been provided recently17.

More recently, this author and J. Chiu have derived the general theory of the magne-

tized ferrite wakefield accelerator for all angular modes m.1 ~ In this scheme a metal tube

is lined with some ferrite material with a static magnetic field applied along the longitudinal

direction. For that reason it is also called the anisotropic ferrite wakefield accelerator. Previ-

ous work on wakefields in magnetized ferrite-lined tubes has been carried out by N. Nasonov

et al. in the context of the self-acceleration of electron bunches.30""

' Since the dielectric and ferrite wakefield accelerators have similar features, it is

advantageous to be able to discuss them within the same theoretical framework. Thus^n

the present work we reformulate the general theory of the dielectric wakefield accelerator

for all angular modes m, using matrix techniques employed in Refs. 18-19.

In the next section we derive the electromagnetic fields inside the dielectric and

vacuum regions. In Section HI, we apply boundary conditions and solve for the coefficients

. of the homogeneous electromagnetic field solutions. Finally, in Section IV we offer numerical

examples and discuss transverse forces. Throughout these derivations we use the mks system

of units.
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II. Field Solutions

A. Dielectric Region

Consider a metallic tube lined with a dielectric material as shown in Fig. 1. The

dielectric is contained in the region a < r < 6, where r is the radial coordinate. Inside the

vacuum hole, Maxwell's Equations become

V X H - = J + ^ l (2)

VE* = i (3)

V - B " = 0, (4)

with the constitutive equations

"D" = eoE" (5)

*B* = , I O H \ (6)

We consider the case where the driver is a line of charge having a Gaussian line

distribution located at the position r = TQ, 6 = 8Q = 0 and is given by

£ 7 ^
having the Fourier expansion

(8)

where Q is the charge in the driver electron bunch, az is the rms bunch length, and v = fie

is the speed of the driver, with c = •j^- Also,

J(*-»*,!•) = j»v=(0 ,0 ,H. (9)
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Assuming all oscillatory fields vary as e , then the curl equations in cylindri-

cal coordinates for the time-dependent fields become

1 dH,

Since Eqs. (10), (11), (13), and (14) do not contain derivatives of the transverse field

components, we can solve for those transverse components in terms of the derivatives of E*

and Hh
z. So, first we obtain the longitudinal fields E;,H*.

Taking the curl of Eqs. (1) and (2) we get

-

Fourier expansions for the longitudinal fields are taken to be

Hh
mz{r,0, z-vt)J m=-co•>-<*> \ H

h
mz(u, r) j

Upon substituting the expansions for Ex and R* into Eq. (16) we arrive at

2 2

, 1 9 . -J. . w m .. _* , . iQu i(r-rn) ~!T5i'



having the solutions

(20)

<,(«.') = G-M^). . (21)

where Im and Km are the modified Bessel functions, 7 is the Lorentz factor, J"<(r>) means

the lesser (greater) of r and ro, and C m and Gm are constants which will be determined in

Section III by the boundary conditions.

Using Eqs. (10), (11), (13), and (14) we can solve for the transverse field components

in terms of the derivatives of Emz and Hmz. We obtain

. 2 2 „ r.h

ifivy dH
( 2 2 )

( 2 3 )

u dr +
 Ur d9 • ( 2 5 )

Using Eqs. (20) and (21) and specializing to the case ro < r we finally get

2

ur

u

dEh
mz

/%E\
>r di

ifiot
u>

ifioi
u

i
nz ,
, 1

2
1 '
r
2
1 '

;

t(

U7

2

2

dHh
mz

80

dHh
mz

'dk,

e e

( 2 6 )

-ifiov1{GnIm(—)}e e (27)

2 2

+i1{GmIm(—)}e e (28)



— j - 7 { G m J m ( - - ) } e e . (29)

A. Dielectric Region

Inside the dielectric region, Maxwell's Equations are

"

"

Assuming all fields vary as e "*"" j the curl equations give

(30)

V-D"* = 0 (32)

V-B* = 0, (33)

with the constitutive equations

= er€0E" (34)

B" = /JOH'. (35)

1 dE* d tt + E iH (36)
(37)

1 /J H*1'

--Qf + KHe = *weofr£r (39)

-KH*--^- = tWfoCr^S (40)

l,d(r Hd
g) dRi, .

As for the vacuum region, we can again write the transverse fields in terms of the longitudinal

fields. So we first obtain EZ,HZ.



Taking the curl of Maxwell's curl equations we get

[ V S - ^ o e r | r ] | ^ =0. (42)

Assuming the fields vary as e"" '" and considering only 2-components we get

. 1 9 , 9 , lfl1 , , J £*(w,r,0) \

where

k? = K + {iQitfrU . (44)

The well-known solutions to

V2
T,e<f> + k*<f>=0 (45)

are the mth order Bessel functions Jm and JVm. So that if we expand

#a,,r,0)=f>m(W,r)e''m', (46)
—oo

the general solution can be. written

<t>m{u, r) = AmJm[kr) + BmNm(kr). (47)

To match exponentials between vacuum and dielectric regions, we must have
iiij

K=—. (48)

Also, using the boundary conditions

EUr = b) = Bd
mT(r = b) = 0 (49)

we obtain the following solutions for the longitudinal field components:

< > , r ) = Am[Jm(kb)Nm(kr)-Nm(kb)Jm(kr)] (50)

/ r l (w,r ) = Bm[J'm(kb)Nm(kr)- NUkb)Jm(kr)]. (51)
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where now

k-tytr-i (52)

and Am and Bm will be determined in the next Section by the boundary conditions.

As we did for the vacuum region, we now solve for the transverse field components

in terms of the longitudinal ones and obtain

1 dHd
m

dr w(<rr/?
2-l)r 89

i _

mT ~

u{crf-l)T 89 «(frj0
2-l) dr

iv 8Ht.idEl

(53)

(54)

(55)

iv
mS ~ u(er0* -1) dr

Using Eqs. (50) and (51) and remembering the e"" dependence of the fields we

finally get

=Am[Jm(kb)N'm{kr) - Nm(kb)J'm{kr)}
i2 iItrl? ~ 1

2

kr) — N'(k')J (kr)] (57)

&«(«.'•) = ( 1 u^Am[Jm{kb)Nm(kr)-Nm(kb)Jm{kr)}u)(eTp — 1) r

-.Bm[J'm(kb)N^{kr) - N'm{kb)J'm(kr)] (58)
Aw?2-i

M'-i
t£0£Tt>

Am{Jm(kb)N'm(kr) - Nm(kb)J'm(kr)]

(59)

(60)



This concludes the derivation of the fields in the vacuum and dielectric regions in

terms of the constants Am, Bm, Cm, and Gm.

III. Boundary Conditions

Since for each mode m we have four constants Am,Bm,Cm,Gm, we must impose

four boundary conditions. In general as you cross boundaries between media, tangetial E, H

are continous and normal B, D are continuous. We choose

Z P ^ * * s i \ 7P / ~, **\ (Cf\\rj I r ^^ U I —- J-j 1 i — u l [ h i Imz\ s m.z\ J \v /

ffd (r -~ a\ — JJh (r — a\ (R*)\

1*1 A \ 7* ^ Cti — £/ at 7* —̂ (11 (63)

Ke(r = a) = HmS(r = a). (64)

The boundary conditions can be cast in the form

where

f \
0 I/ml 0

Mm =

Bm

Cm

Gm

Ym =

Pmi VmA

\
dmx

0

(65)

(66)

(67)
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To find the accelerating field Emz inside the vacuum hole, we only need the constant

Cm- Using Cramer's Rule for solving simultaneous linear equations we find

del Mm[umi -» dmt)
^m = TTTr '

det Mm

where in the numerator we mean to replace the coefficients umi by the quantities dmi- Thus,

the accelerating wakefield for 6Q = 0 and r<j < r is

„.-. , a .x A f°° •"•» -^('—D det Mm{vmi -+ dmi) ur

( 6 9 )

Since the second term can be neglected relative to the first, we have finally

ime -y( ' -")^i Mm{umj -* dmi)
e e

 A-TM

The coefficient Cm and the expression for Emg(r, 9,z— vt) can be evaluated on the

computer by summing the residues of the poles in the frequency complex plane. Thus, the

excitation frequencies are determined by the zeros of the determinant of the matrix Mm.

In the next section we consider numerical examples.

IV. Numerical and Conclusions

The Argonr.e group is considering the following dielectric wakefield accelerator per

nanoCoulomb of driver charge:

rms length of driver bunch az = 0.7 mm (71)

Energy of driver bunch = 150 MeV (/J = 0.999994) (72)

Inner dielectric radius a = 3 mm (73)

Outer dielectric radius 6 = 5.5 mm (74)

Relative dielectric constant er = 3. (75)
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The inner dielectric radius a is taken as small as possible, provided the driver electron

bunch does not scrape the dielectric tube. The outer dielectric radius b is chosen so that

the lowest m = 0 excitation frequency pole is at 20 Ghz. Studies have shown that for an

optimal accelerator

2 < €r < 3. (76)

For TO = 0 and 1, graphs of E^z versus delay behind the driver aTe shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The Fourier transforms of the transverse forces per unit charge behind the driver are

related to the transforms of the longitudinal wakefield by the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem :

For r = r0 = 1 mm, graphs of the transverse forces per unit charge are given in Figs. 4 and

5.

In conclusion, we see that Em=OjZ attains a maximum value of ~ 2 megavolts per

meter per nanoCoulomb of driver charge, with transverse force fields being on the order of

a tenth as much. ANL hopes to build a test wakefield facility which would utilize driver

charges high enough to exceed an acceleration gradient of 100 MV/m. Further, ANL already

has a method to damp the unwanted transverse forces at the position of the witness beam

pulse". As for the transverse forces exerted by particles at the front of the driver on those

in the tail of the driver, theoretical studies are in progress on how to handle that problem.

The author would like to thank E. Chojnacki, W. Gai, C. Ho, R. Konecny, K. Ng,

J. Norem, M. Rosing J. Simpson, and P. Schoessow for many interesting discussions.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. W-

31-109-ENG-38.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Dielectric-loaded wakefield structure

Fig. 2 Accelerating wakefield Ez<m=0 vs. delay (distance) behind the driver beam for the

optimized dielectric structure: a = 3 mm, 6 = 5.5 mm, Q = 1 nC, /? = 0.999994,

az = 0.7 mm, er = 3, r = r0 = 0.

Fig. 3 Accelerating wakefield Ezm=.1 vs. delay (distance) behind the driver beam for a =

3 mm, b = 5.5 mm, Q = 1 nC, /3 = 0.999994, <7Z = 0.7 mm, er = 3, r = r0 = 1 mm.

Fig. 4 Radial force per unit charge .Fr)m=i vs. delay (distance) behind the driver beam for

a = 3 mm, 6 = 5.5 mm, Q - 1 nC, ji = 0.999994, az = 0.7 mm, er = 3, r = r0 = 1 mm.

Fig. 5 Angular force per unit charge Fgm=1 vs. delay (distance) behind the driver beam

for a = 3 mm, b = 5.5 mm, Q = 1 nC, /? = 0.999994, <7j = 0.7 mm, eT = 3,

r = r0 = 1 mm.
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